1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem :
THEOREM. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve in the z-plane, and let f(z) be analytic in C, continuous in C, the closed limited set bounded by C, and let\ f (p) (z) , (p^O) , satisfy a Lipschitz condition% of order a, (0<a^l),onC. Then
where M is a constant independent of n and z f n
T,a v P v (z)
is the sum of the first n+1 terms of the development off(z) in the Faber% polynomials belonging to C, and d nv is the Jackson^ summation coefficient of order p.
In a previous paper the author 1f showed that under the above hypothesis
Later John Curtiss** proved the existence of a sequence of polyno- In a paper soon to appear, Walsh and the author state that for p = 0, (0<ce<l), the inequality \f(z)-<r n (z)\ ^M/n a is valid, where cr n (z) is the nth arithmetic mean of the development of f(z) in the Faber polynomials belonging to C. Here we extend this result by exhibiting a set of polynomials (proved by Curtiss to exist) with the prescribed degree of convergence for arbitrary p and for 0 <a^ 1. t t map the exterior of C on the region \t\ <r of the complex /-plane so that the point z = oo corresponds to the point t -Q. It follows from the analyticity of C that the right-hand side of (2) converges for |/| ^-r', r'>r. The Faber polynomials belonging to C are defined as follows: P n (z) is the polynomial of degree n in z such that the coefficient of z n is unity, and, as a function of t through (2) 
Proof of the theorem. Let

